The WYSIWYG component is a freeform content area that supports the following:

- Normal text
- Header styles (H2-H6)
- Bold and italicized
- Linked text
- Embedded media:
  - Images (centered, left-aligned, right-aligned) with optional captions.
  - Video Embed (YouTube or Vimeo)
- Numbered list
- Bulleted list
- Block quote
- Button (CTA, external, download)
- Tables (optional header row, header column, both, or none)
- IFrame (Inline frame - an embedded HTML doc) [requires administrator access]

Both the WYSIWYG that is used for the “Body” field on the templates listed on the left of this page, and the full-width WYSIWYG that appears in the page sections area on general, department and program pages, function exactly the same way.
**OPTIONAL SECTION HEADLINE**

This is a WYSIWYG. You have the option to bold text, italicize text, and link text. Slipmouth piranha rocket danio Dolly Varden trout grunt sculpin, "large-eye bream," shell-ea, perch.*

---

**MOLECULAR, CELLULAR AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY**

The MCD subprogram encompasses approximately 60 laboratories across eight CUNY campuses using a wide variety of model organisms from microbes and invertebrates to mammals and plants. It features faculty working at the cutting edge of cancer mechanisms, biotechnology, signal transduction, gene regulation, genome integrity, cell structure, intracellular trafficking and development/dysfunction of the immune and nervous systems, among others. MCD graduates have completed their Ph.D. degree with strong records of productivity making them highly competitive for postdoctoral positions and fellowships. In addition, many MCD alumni now hold academic faculty posts and leadership positions in the biotechnology industry. Learn More

---

**ECOLOGY, EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY, AND BEHAVIOR**

+  

**NEUROSCIENCE**

+  

**PLANT SCIENCES**

+  

---

**The Accordions component consists of one or more Accordion Blocks, each containing the following:**

- **Heading**
  - Text field - Plain
- **Description**
  - Text area - Simple HTML
- **Accordion Sections [unlimited]**
  - Clickable Label ★
    - Text field - Plain
  - Content ★
    - Text area - Full HTML

---

**Generated by the CMS**

- + and - icons

---

Both the Accordions that are used immediately below the Body field and the full-width Accordion Block that appears in the page sections area function exactly the same way, except:

- The top Accordions on all three templates can consist an unlimited number of Accordion Blocks grouped together; the Accordion Blocks in the page sections are single blocks that can be reordered with other components.
- the top Accordions on Program Detail pages should be used only for subprograms/tracks/etc, as these will display on the general program listing page as well.

---

**Used on:**
- General
- Department Detail
- Program Detail

---
The Book Feature component shows up to 3 most recent Books matching the filter(s) selected (and, not or)

- If no filter(s) selected, displays the 3 most recent
- Books are sorted chronologically by publish date (most recent first)
- Component displays all content from each Book content item within the listing; there is no link to a separate page for each Book.

Fields Available

- Heading ★
  - Text Field - Plain
- Link
  - Title + URL
- Author [max 1]
  - Node Select - Profile
  - Only faculty profiles can be selected
- Department/Program [max 1]
  - Node Select - Department
- Book Topic [max 1]
  - Taxonomy Select - Book Topic

Pulling from People Profile Detail (For Author)

- Name (First, Last) - Links to Detail Page
- Job Title(s)
- Department(s)
The Book Listing component displays all books matching the filter(s) selected *(and, not I)*

- Books are sorted chronologically by publish date (most recent first)
  - Secondary sorting is alphabetically by title (A-Z)
- If no filters are selected, all books will display
- Component displays all content from each Book content item within the listing; there is no link to a separate page for each Book.

### Fields Available

- **Heading ★**
  - Text Field - Plain
- **Author [max 1]**
  - Node Select - Profile
  - Only faculty profiles can be selected
- **Department/Program [max 1]**
  - Node Select - Department
- **Book Topic [max 1]**
  - Taxonomy Select - Book Topic

### Pulling from Faculty Profile (for Author)

- **Name (First, Last)**
  - Links to full profile
- **Job Title(s)**
- **Department(s)**
The Checkerboard component consists of one or more Checkerboard items, consisting of the following:

- **Eyebrow**
  - Text field - Plain
- **Image**
  - Select from media library (images)
- **Video**
  - Remote Video Embed (YouTube or Vimeo) or select from media library (videos)
- **Title**
  - Text field - Plain
- **Description**
  - Text area - Plain
- **Button [max 1]**
  - Title + URL

**Generated by the CMS**
- Video play/pause icon

**Features**
- On click, video plays in lightbox
- Clicking the overlay, close button or pressing ESC stops the video and closes the modal
The Contacts component shows one or more manually selected people, programs and/or departments.

- Component shows email and phone information by default, but either or both can be hidden
- Email displays as “Send an Email” for security
- Phone numbers stack if multiple are entered.

Generated by CMS

- Icons (phone or email)
- “Send an email”

Fields Available

- Eyebrow
  - Text field - Plain
- Heading ★
  - Text field - Plain
- Contacts [unlimited] ★
  - Contact ★
    - Node Select - choose
    - Profile or Department or Program [max 1]
  - “Hide Phone”
    - Checkbox
  - “Hide Email”
    - Checkbox
The Differentiator component displays a manually selected collection of differentiator cards.

- If more than 4 differentiator cards are selected, the interface becomes a carousel with arrows to left and right to move forward/backward through the full selection.

**Fields Available**

- Heading ★
  - Text field - Plain
- Description (not shown)
  - Text area - Simple HTML
- Button [max 1]
  - Title + URL
- Differentiator Cards [unlimited] ★
  - Node Select - **Differentiator Card content type**
The Event Feature component displays the basic details for a single manually selected event.

- Component will be automatically removed from page after its start date (if only a start date is available) or end date (if event has both a start & end date) has passed.
- Restricted to selection of events with images

**Fields Available**
- Event Feature ★
  - Node Select - Event

**Pulling from Event Detail**
- Image
- Date
- Time
- Location
- Title (Link to Event Detail)
- Summary or Trimmed Body

**Generated by the CMS**
- “More Info” (links to event detail)
The Event Listing component shows up to 3 active events matching the filter(s) selected (and, not or).

- “Active” events are events for which the start date has not yet passed (for events with only a start date), and events for which the end date has not yet passed (for events with a start & end date).
- Events are sorted chronologically by start date, in descending order.
  - If the event has only a Start date, then as soon as its start date has passed, the event item will no longer appear on the site.
  - If the event has a start and end date, then as soon as the end date has passed, the event item will no longer appear on the site.
- If no filters are selected the button will display as “See All Events” and will link to the full GC Events Listing.
- If one or more filters are selected, button will display as “More Events Like This” and will link to prefiltered events listing matching the filters selected.
- If no events match the filters selected, the component will not display.
FYIs

Fields Available
- Heading
  - Text Field - Plain
- Tags: Category, Program, Department, Topic
  - Taxonomy Select - FYI Category [max 1]
  - Node Select - Program [max 1]
  - Node Select - Department [max 1]
  - Taxonomy Select - FYI Topic [max 1]

Pulling from FYI
- Date
- Title (static)
- Image
- Image Caption (displays in lightbox only)
- Summary
- Categories

The FYIs component shows the most recent 4 stories matching the filter(s) selected (and, not or).

- FYIs are sorted chronologically by date (most recent first)
- If no filters are selected, the link will display as “See All FYIs” and link to the full GC FYIs Listing
- If one or more filters are selected, the link will display as “See More FYIs Like This” and will link to prefiltered FYIs listing matching the filters selected
- If no stories match the filters selected, the component will not display.
- Clicking on image displays image in lightbox. If image has caption, caption displays in lightbox only.
The Gallery component displays a manually selected collection of images and/or videos in a dynamic, expandable grid.

- On click of an image or video, image or video lightboxes and shows full size image or video and caption
- Users can use arrows to move between gallery items while lightboxed
- Recommend at least four images.
- On click of “Load More” button, the rest of the gallery items display and shift page content down.
- In expanded state button displays “View Fewer” to collapse back to original state

Fields Available

- Heading ★
  - Text field - Plain
- Description
  - Text area - Plain
- Slides [unlimited] ★
  - Image
    - Select from media library (images)
  - Video
    - Remote Video Embed (YouTube or Vimeo) or select from media library (videos)
  - Caption
    - Text field - Plain
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- “Load More”/“View Fewer” button buttons
- Video play/pause button
The Listing component is a collection of one or more content blocks called Listing Items, nested under a common heading and description.

- **Heading**
  - Text Field - Plain
- **Description**
  - Text Area - Plain
- **Listing Item [unlimited]**
  - **Eyebrow**
    - Text Field - Plain
  - **Title**
    - Text Field - Plain
  - **Subtitle**
    - Text Field - Plain
  - **Description**
    - Text Area - Simple HTML
  - **Links [unlimited]**
    - Title and URL
  - **Image**
    - Select from media library (images)
  - **Video**
    - Remote Video Embed (YouTube or Vimeo) or select from media library (videos)

**Generated by the CMS**

- Video play/pause icon

**Features**

- On click, video plays in lightbox
- Clicking the overlay, close button or pressing ESC stops the video and closes the modal
The News component shows the most recent 4 stories matching the filter(s) selected (and, not or).

- Stories are sorted chronologically by date (most recent first)
- If no filters are selected the button will display as “See All News” and will link to the full GC News Listing
- If one or more filters are selected, button will display as “More News Like This” and will link to prefiltered news listing matching the filters selected
- If no stories match the filters selected, the component will not display.

Fields Available

- Eyebrow
  - Text Field - Plain
- Heading
  - Text field - Plain
- Filters: Category, Program, Department, Topic
  - Taxonomy Select - News Category [max 1]
  - Node Select - Department [max 1]
  - Node Select - Program [max 1]
  - Taxonomy Select - News Topic [max 1]

Pulling from News Detail

- Date
- Title (links to news detail)
- Summary or Trimmed Body
- Categories
The Profiles component shows a grid of all profiles matching the filter(s) selected (and, not or)

- Profiles are sorted alphabetically (A-Z) by last name
- At least one type, topic, department or program must be selected for the component to display.
- Displays all titles, multiple titles stack

**Fields Available**

- **Eyebrow**
  - Text Field - Plain
- **Heading★**
  - Text Field - Plain
- **Filters:** Profile Type, Topic, Department, Program
  - Taxonomy Select - **Profile Type** [max 1]
  - Taxonomy Select - **People Topic** [max 1]
  - Node Select - **Department** [max 1]
  - Node Select - **Program** [max 1]

**Pulling from Profile**

- Image
- **Name (First, Last)**
  - Links to full profile
- **Title(s) - Job Title, Department**
  - stacked if more than one set *(Design visual here is not correct)*
The Testimonial component displays a message or quote with an attributed source and an optional image or video.

**Fields Available**

- **Heading** ★
  - Text Field - Plain
- **Quote** ★
  - Text Area - Plain
- **Name** ★
  - Text Field - Plain
- **Title**
  - Text Field - Plain
- **Subtitle**
  - Text Field - Plain
- **Link**
  - Title and URL
- **Image**
  - Select from media library (images)
- **Video**
  - Remote Video Embed *(YouTube or Vimeo)* or select from media library (videos)

**Generated by the CMS**

- Video play/pause icon

**Features**

- On click, video plays in lightbox
- Clicking the overlay, close button or pressing ESC stops the video and closes the modal